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Abstract
We exploit the geometric approach to the virtual fundamental class, due to Fukaya-Ono and
Li-Tian, to compare Gromov-Witten invariants of a symplectic manifold and a symplectic sub-
manifold whenever all constrained stable maps to the former are contained in the latter to first
order. Various special cases of the comparison theorem in this paper have long been used in
the algebraic category; some of them have also appeared in the symplectic setting. Combined
with the inherent flexibility of the symplectic category, the main theorem leads to a confir-
mation of Pandharipande’s Gopakumar-Vafa prediction for GW-invariants of Fano classes in
6-dimensional symplectic manifolds. The proof of the main theorem uses deformations of the
Cauchy-Riemann equation that respect the submanifold and Carleman Similarity Principle for
solutions of perturbed Cauchy-Riemann equations. In a forthcoming paper, we apply a simi-
lar approach to relative Gromov-Witten invariants and the absolute/relative correspondence in
genus 0.
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1 Introduction
Gromov-Witten invariants are certain counts of pseudo-holomorphic curves in symplectic manifolds
that play prominent roles in symplectic topology, algebraic geometry, and string theory. These are
usually rational numbers, and their precise relations with some sort of integer enumerative counts
of curves are rarely clear. However, it is well-known that genus 0 GW-invariants of Fano manifolds
are precisely counts of rational curves; this observation is key to enumerating rational curves in
projective space in [14, Section 5] and [28, Section 10]. String theory predicts an amazing integral
structure for GW-invariants of Calabi-Yau threefolds. These predictions originate in [2], [6], and [7]
and are extended to all threefolds in [26].
GW-invariants of a symplectic manifold X are obtained by evaluating natural coholomogy classes
on the virtual fundamental class (VFC) of the space of stable J-holomorphic maps to X. The main
statement of this paper, Theorem 1.2, compares GW-invariants counting stable maps meeting
specified constraints in the ambient manifold with analogous counts of such maps to a submanifold
containing the images of all such constrained maps to first order. It leads immediately to Corol-
lary 1.3, which in a way is a succinct re-formulation of the main conclusion of [17], and with a
bit more work to Theorem 1.4, which confirms the “Fano case” of the Gopakumar-Vafa prediction
of [26, Section 0.2]. Theorem 1.2 is obtained by deforming the Cauchy-Riemann equation in two
stages so that the first stage respects the submanifold. Carleman Similarity Principle is used to
take advantage of properties of solutions of Cauchy-Riemann equations that are preserved by a
large class of perturbations of the equations. In a forthcoming paper [37], we will apply similar
geometric principles to study relative GW-invariants and the absolute/relative correspondence in
genus 0 with applications to birational geometry in the spirit of Hu-Li-Ruan ([8], [9], [18]) and
McDuff ([22]).
The author would like to thank R. Pandharipande for bringing the “Fano case” of the Gopakumar-
Vafa prediction to the author’s attention, D. McDuff for detailed comments and suggestions on
an earlier version of this paper, and T. Graber, T.-J. Li, D. Maulik, and Y. Ruan for related
discussions.
1.1 A comparison theorem for GW-invariants
We will denote by Z¯+ the set of non-negative integers. Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold.
If g ∈ Z¯+, S is a finite set, β ∈H2(X;Z), and J is an ω-tame
1 almost complex structure on X,
denote byMg,S(X,β;J) the moduli space of equivalence classes of stable S-marked genus g degree β
J-holomorphic maps to X. For each j∈S, there is a well-defined evaluation map
evj : Mg,S(X,β;J) −→ X. (1.1)
As standard in GW-theory, we will denote by
ψj ∈ H
2
(
Mg,S(X,β;J)
)
the first chern class of the universal cotangent line bundle for the j-th marked point. The
space Mg,S(X,β;J) carries a natural VFC, which is independent of J and will be denoted by
1an almost complex structure on (X,ω) is ω-tame if ω(v, Jv) > 0 for all v∈TX with v 6=0
2
[Mg,S(X,β)]
vir . If the (real) dimension of X is 2n, then
dim
[
Mg,S(X,β)
]vir
= dimg,S(X,β) ≡ 2
(
〈c1(TX), β〉 + (n−3)(1−g) + |S|
)
. (1.2)
If J is regular2, then M0,S(X,β;J) is a topological manifold with a preferred choice of orientation
and [
M0,S(X,β)
]vir
=
[
M0,S(X,β;J)
]
.
If aj ∈ Z¯
+ and κj ∈H∗(X;Z) for each j∈S, let
(
(τajκj)j∈S
)X
g,β
≡
〈∏
j∈S
(
ψ
aj
j ev
∗
j(PDXκj)
)
,
[
Mg,S(X,β)
]vir〉
, (1.3)
where PDXκj ∈H
∗(X;Z) is the Poincare dual of κj in X.
3 In order to avoid any sign ambiguities,
we define the number in (1.3) to be 0 if the dimension of κj is odd for some j. By (1.2), this
number is zero unless ∑
j∈S
(2aj + 2n− dimκj) = dimg,S(X,β). (1.4)
The number (1.3) can be expressed as an integral on a “smaller” moduli space as follows. Choose
cobordism representatives fj : Mj−→X for κj , with j∈S.
4 Let
Mg,f (X,β;J) =
{(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,S
(
X,β;J
)
×
∏
j∈S
Mj : evj([u])=fj(wj) ∀ j∈S
}
. (1.5)
The space Mg,f (X,β;J) of constrained stable maps also carries a virtual fundamental class and
(
(τajκj)j∈S
)X
g,β
=
〈∏
j∈S
ψ
aj
j ,
[
Mg,f (X,β;J)
]vir〉
.
The subject of this section is a reduction of this GW-invariant of X to a combination of GW-
invariants for its submanifolds.
Definition 1.1 Let Y be a submanifold of X. A smooth map f :M−→X intersects Y properly if
f−1(Y )⊂M is a smooth orientable even-dimensional submanifold of M and
dwf
(
Tw
(
f−1(Y )
))
= dw(TM) ∩ Tf(w)Y
for every w∈f−1(Y ).
2an almost complex structure J is genus 0 regular if for every J-holomorphic map u : Σ−→X, where Σ is a tree
of Riemann spheres, the linearization DJ;u of the ∂¯J -operator at u is surjective
3In the descriptions of Sections 3.3 and 3.4,
[
Mg,S(X,β)
]vir
is a homology class in an arbitrarily small neighbor-
hood of Mg,S(X,β; J) in the space of equivalence classes of L
p
1-maps to X; there are well-defined evaluation maps evj
and cohomology classes ψj on this space as well.
4We can assume that this is possible, since each κj can be replaced by a multiple for our purposes.
3
If f : M −→ X intersects Y ⊂ X transversally and M , X, and Y are orientable of even total
dimension, then f intersects Y properly. However, a proper intersection need not be transverse.
For example, any two real lines in Rn intersect properly, but not transversally if n≥3. Two curves
that are tangent to each other do not intersect properly.
If f : M −→ X intersects Y ⊂ X properly and NY −→ Y is the normal bundle of Y in X, the
homomorphisms
dNYw f : TwM −→ Nf(w)Y, v −→ dwf(v) + Tf(w)Y, w∈f
−1(Y ),
have constant rank; the kernel of dNYw f is Tw(f
−1(Y )). IfM , X, and Y are oriented, an orientation
on f−1(Y ) then induces an orientation on the vector bundle
NfY ≡ f∗NY
/
(Im dNY f) −→ f−1(Y ).
Note that
rkNfY =
(
dimX − dimM
)
−
(
dimY − dim f−1(Y )
)
. (1.6)
Let Y be a compact symplectic submanifold of X and
ιY ∗ : H∗(Y ;Z) −→ H∗(X;Z)
the homomorphism induced by the inclusion ιY : Y −→X. If βY ∈H2(Y ;Z) and J is an ω-tame
almost complex structure on X which preserves TY ⊂TX|Y , then ιY induces an embedding
Mg,S(Y, βY ;J) →֒Mg,S(X, ιY ∗βY ;J).
If fj : Mj−→X, j∈S, are smooth maps as above, let
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) =
{(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,f (X, ιY ∗βY ;J) : [u]∈Mg,S(Y, βY ;J)
}
.
If in addition u : Σu−→Y is a J-holomorphic map from a nodal Riemann surface (see Section 2.1),
let Hu denote the space of deformations of the complex structure on Σu. The linearization of the
∂¯J -operator for maps to X,
DXJ ;u : Hu ⊕ L
p
1(Σu;u
∗TX) −→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TX), p>2,
induces a generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator
DNYJ ;u : L
p
1(Σu;u
∗NY ) −→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗NY ).
For each j∈S, define
e˜vj : kerD
NY
J ;u −→ Nzj(u)Y by ξ −→ ξ(zj(u)) + Tzj(u)Y,
where zj(u)∈Σu is the j-th marked point; this homomorphism is the composition of the differential
of the evaluation map (1.1) with the projection to the normal bundle.
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Theorem 1.2 Suppose (X,ω) is a compact symplectic 2n-manifold, g ∈ Z¯+, S is a finite set,
β ∈ H2(X;Z), aj ∈ Z¯
+ for each j ∈ S, and fj : Mj −→ X is a cobordism representative for
κj ∈H∗(X;Z) for each j ∈S. If J is an ω-tame almost complex structure on X, Y is a compact
almost complex submanifold of (X,J), and βY ∈H2(Y ;Z) are such that
(a) ιY ∗(βY )=β and fj intersects Y properly for each j∈S;
(b) for every ([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J), the homomorphism
ker(DNYJ ;u ) −→
⊕
j∈S
N
fj
fj(wj)
Y, ξ −→
(
e˜vj(ξ) + (Im dwjfj)
)
j∈S
, (1.7)
is an isomorphism,
then
(1) the space Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) carries a natural VFC (dependent on the orientations of f
−1
j (Y ))
with
dim
[
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir
= dimg,S(X,β)−
∑
j∈S
(
2n−dimκj
)
+
∑
j∈S
rkNfjY − 2
(
〈c1(NY ), βY 〉+ rkCNY · (1−g)
)
;
(1.8)
(2) the vector spaces cok(DNYJ ;u ) form a natural oriented vector orbi-bundle
cok
(
DNYJ
)
−→Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
with
rkRcok(D
NY
J ;u ) =
∑
j∈S
rkNfjY − 2
(
〈c1(NY ), βY 〉+ rkCNY · (1−g)
)
; (1.9)
(3) Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) is a union of connected components of Mg,f (X,β;J) and its contribution to
the number (1.3) is given by
Cg,f (Y, βY ) =
〈
e
(
cok(DNYJ )
)∏
j∈S
ψ
aj
j ,
[
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir〉
. (1.10)
Example A Suppose (X,J) is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold and Y ⊂X is a smooth isolated rational curve
with NY ≈O(−1)⊕O(−1). We can then apply Theorem 1.2 with S= ∅, g=0, and β= dιY ∗([Y ])
for any d ∈ Z+. The assumption on the normal bundle implies that ker(DNYJ ;u ) is trivial and
thus Condition (b) is satisfied. The right-hand side of (1.10) is then the famous multiple-cover
contribution of 1/d3 ([2], [25, Section 27.5], [34]).
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Example B If the image of each map fj in Theorem 1.2 lies in Y , the second part of Condition (a)
is automatically satisfied. Condition (b) is equivalent to the homomorphisms⊕
j∈S
e˜vj : ker(D
NY
J ;u ) −→
⊕
j∈S
Nzj(u)Y, ([u], w) ∈Mg,f (X,β;J),
being isomorphisms. For example, this is the case if X = Pn, Y = P1 ⊂ X, S = {1, 2}, g = 0,
β= ιY ∗([Y ]) is the homology class of a line, a1, a2=0, and f1, f2 : pt−→Y are maps to two distinct
points. In this particular case,
M0,f (X,β;J) = M0,f (Y, βY ;J),
where βY =[Y ], and cok(D
NY
J ) is the zero vector bundle. Thus,(
pt, pt
)Pn
0,β
=
(
(τajκj)j∈S
)X
0,β
= C0,f (Y, βY ) =
±
∣∣Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)∣∣ = (pt, pt)P10,βY = 1,
as expected.5
Example C If each map fj in Theorem 1.2 is transverse to Y , the second part of Condition (a) is
again automatically satisfied. Condition (b) is equivalent to the injectivity of the operators DNYJ ;u
whenever ([u], w) ∈Mg,f (X,β;J). For example, this is the case if X is the blowup of P
n, with
n ≥ 2, at a point, Y ≈ Pn−1 is the exceptional divisor, S = {1, 2}, g = 0, βY ∈ H2(Y ;Z) is the
homology class of a line in the exceptional divisor, β= ιY ∗(βY ), a1, a2=0, and f1, f2 : P
1−→X are
parametrizations of proper transforms of two distinct lines in Pn passing through the center of the
blowup. In this particular case,
M0,f (X,β;J) = M0,f (Y, βY ;J)
and cok(DNYJ ) is the zero vector bundle. Thus, if ℓ¯ denotes the homology class of f1 and f2,(
ℓ¯, ℓ¯
)X
0,β
=
(
(τajκj)j∈S
)X
0,β
= C0,f (Y, βY ) =
±
∣∣Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)∣∣ = (ℓ¯ ∩ Y, ℓ¯ ∩ Y )Y0,βY = 1;
see Footnote 5.
Various special cases of Theorem 1.2, such as those in Examples A-C, are standard in the algebraic
setting and are used in [3], [13], and [26], for example. Some special cases of Theorem 1.2 have
appeared in the symplectic setting as well, including in [16], [24], and [33]. Examples B and C
generalize Example A in two opposite directions. Corollary 1.3 below, which applies this theorem
in the setting of [17], is yet another special case of Example C. The full statement of Theorem 1.2
mixes the two extreme cases of Examples B and C.
The striking conclusion of [17] is that all GW-invariants of a Kahler surface X of general type
localize to a canonical divisor. The situation is particularly beautiful if X admits a smooth canon-
ical divisor KX . If X is minimal, the GW-invariants of X in degrees other than multiples of KX
vanish. The GW-invariants of X in degrees KX and 2KX are computed in [12] via an algebraic
5This is the number of lines through 2 points in Pn. In this particular case, each operator DNYJ;u is C-linear and
its zero-dimensional kernel is positively oriented. In general, this need not be the case; see [17, Sections 9,10] for
explicit sign computations.
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reformulation of [17] and shown to satisfy a conjecture of [19]. In the next paragraph we review
the relevant statements from [17].
Let (X,J0) be a minimal Kahler surface of general type and α the real part of a non-zero holomor-
phic (2, 0)-form such that Y ≡α−1(0) is smooth (and reduced). Since X is minimal, Y is connected.
With 〈·, ·〉 denoting the Riemannian metric on X, define
Kα ∈ Γ
(
X; HomR(TX, TX)
)
, Rα ∈ Γ
(
Y ; HomR(TY ⊗CNY,NY )
)
, by
〈v1,Kαv2〉 = α(v1, v2) ∀ v1, v2∈TxX, x∈X;
Rα(v1, v2) = J0
{
∇v2Kα
}
(v1) + TxY ∀ v1∈TxY, v2∈TxX, x∈X.
(1.11)
By [17, Lemmas 2.1,8.2], Rα is well-defined. The almost complex structure Jα on X described
in [17, Section 2] agrees with J0 along the smooth complex curve Y . By [17, Lemma 2.3], every
non-constant Jα-holomorphic map u : Σu−→X is in fact a J0-holomorphic map to Y and so lies in
the homology class dY for some d∈Z+. By [17, Section 8], the operator on the normal bundle NY
of Y induced by the linearization of the ∂¯Jα-operator for maps to X at such a map u is given by
DNYJα;u= ∂¯u∗NY +Rα(du, ·) : L
p
1(Σu;u
∗NY ) −→ Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗NY
)
, (1.12)
where ∂¯u∗NY is the ∂¯-operator in the holomorphic bundle u
∗(NY, J0) −→ Σu. By [17, Proposi-
tion 8.6], DNYJα;u is injective. In light of Theorem 1.2, Corollary 1.3 below is thus simply a re-
formulation of the main conclusion of [17].
Corollary 1.3 Suppose (X,J0) is a minimal Kahler surface of general type, α is the real part of
a non-zero holomorphic (2, 0)-form such that Y ≡α−1(0) is smooth, g ∈ Z¯+, d∈Z+, S is a finite
set, S2⊂S, aj ∈ Z¯
+ for each j ∈S, and κj ∈H2(X;Z) for each j ∈S2. If Rα is defined by (1.11),
then the cokernels of the operators (1.12) form a natural oriented vector orbi-bundle
cok
(
DNYα
)
−→Mg,S(Y, dY )
and (
(τajκj)j∈S2 , (τaj1)j∈S−S2
)X
g,dKX
=
( ∏
j∈S2
〈c1(T
∗X), κj〉
)〈
e
(
cok(DNYα )
)∏
j∈S2
(
ev∗jPDY (pt)
)∏
j∈S
ψ
aj
j ,
[
Mg,S(Y, dY )
]vir〉
.
1.2 The Fano case of the Gopakumar-Vafa prediction
GW-invariants are generally not integers. On the other hand, at least in the case of projective
3-folds (symplectic 6-manifolds), certain combinations of them are believed to be integers. Ide-
ally these combinations would be precisely counts of curves of fixed genus and degree and passing
through appropriate constraints. A projective 3-fold X is never ideal in this sense, but one might
hope that X becomes ideal if its Kahler complex structure is replaced with a generic almost com-
plex one. We show that this is indeed the case in the “Fano” case.
If (X,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold, g ∈ Z¯+, S is a finite set, β ∈H2(X;Z), and J is an
ω-tame almost complex structure on X, let
M∗g,S(X,β;J) ⊂Mg,S(X,β;J)
7
denote the subspace consisting of simple maps, i.e. J-holomorphic maps u : Σu −→X such that
Σu is a smooth (connected) Riemann surface and u
−1(u(z)) = {z} and dzu 6= 0 for some z ∈ Σu.
These conditions imply that u does not factor through a d-fold cover Σu−→Σ, with d>1; see [23,
Section 2.5]. If fj : Mj −→X, j ∈ S, are smooth maps from compact oriented manifolds of even
dimensions, let
M∗g,f (X,β;J) = Mg,f (X,β;J) ∩
(
M∗g,S(X,β;J) ×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
,
with Mg,f (X,β;J) defined by (1.5). If M
∗
g,f (X,β;J) is a finite set consisting of regular pairs
([u], (wj)j∈S), we will denote its signed cardinality by E
X
g,β(J, f).
If the (real) dimension of X is 6, the expected dimension of the moduli space Mg,S(X,β;J) is
independent of the genus g; see (1.2). Thus, one can mix curve counts of different genera passing
through the same constraints. Furthermore, if β∈H2(X;Z) and 〈c1(TX), β〉<0, all degree β GW-
invariants are zero, since the moduli space of unmarked maps has negative expected dimension.
This leaves the “Calabi-Yau” case, 〈c1(TX), β〉 = 0, and the “Fano” case, 〈c1(TX), β〉 > 0. If
g, h∈ Z¯+, define CXh,β(g)∈Q by
∞∑
g=0
CXh,β(g)t
2g =
(
sin(t/2)
t/2
)2h−2+〈c1(TX),β〉
. (1.13)
Theorem 1.4 Suppose (X,ω) is a compact symplectic 6-fold, β ∈H2(X;Z), g∈ Z¯
+, S is a finite
set, and κj ∈H∗(X;Z) for j∈S are such that (1.4) is satisfied with aj=0. If 〈c1(TX), β〉>0,
(1) there exists a dense open subset Jreg(g, β) of the space of smooth ω-tame almost complex
structures on X such that for all h≤g:
• the moduli space M∗h,S(X,β;J) consists of regular maps;
• for a generic choice of pseudocycle representatives6fj : Mj −→X for κj , M
∗
h,f (X,β;J)
is a finite set of regular pairs ([u], (wj)j∈S) such that u is an embedding;
(2) the numbers EXh,β(f , J), with h≤g, are independent of the choice of J ∈Jreg(g, β) and fj and
can thus be denoted EXh,β((κj)j∈S);
(3) if CXg,β(h) is defined by (1.13),
(
(κj)j∈S
)X
g,β
=
h=g∑
h=0
CXh,β(g−h)E
X
h,β
(
(κj)j∈S
)
. (1.14)
For g=0, 1, (1.14) gives(
(κj)j∈S
)X
0,β
= EX0,β((κj)j∈S
)
,(
(κj)j∈S
)X
1,β
= EX1,β((κj)j∈S
)
+
2− 〈c1(TX), β〉
24
EX0,β((κj)j∈S
)
.
(1.15)
6After replacing κj by a multiple, Mj can be taken to be a smooth compact manifold.
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The first identity expresses the well-known fact that the genus 0 GW-invariants of a Fano mani-
fold are enumerative. The second identity in (1.15) is the n=3 case of the relation between the
standard genus 1 GW-invariants and the reduced genus 1 GW-invariants constructed in [36] for all
symplectic manifolds.
By the proof of [23, Theorem 3.1.5], for a generic almost complex structure J on X all moduli
spaces M∗h,∅(X,β
′;J) are smooth and of the expected dimension, 2〈c1(TX), β
′〉. In particular,
〈c1(TX), β
′〉 < 0 =⇒ M∗h,S(X,β
′;J),Mh,S(X,β
′;J) = ∅. (1.16)
By a similar argument, for a generic J on X the evaluation maps
ev1, ev2 : M
∗
g,{1,2}(X,β;J) −→ X
are transverse, while the bundle section
M∗g,{1}(X,β;J) −→ L
∗
1⊗ev
∗
1TX, [u] −→ dz1(u)u ,
where L1−→M
∗
g,{1}(X,β;J) is the universal tangent line bundle at the marked point and z1(u)∈Σu
is the marked point of u, is transverse to the zero set. Thus,
M
sing
g,S (X,β;J) ≡
{
[u]∈M∗g,S(X,β;J) : u is not an embedding
}
is the image of a smooth map from a smooth manifold of (real) dimension two less than the
dimension of M∗g,S(X,β;J). It follows that for a generic choice of pseudocycle representatives
fj : Mj−→X for κj , M
∗
g,f (X,β;J) is a 0-dimensional oriented sub-manifold of(
M∗g,S(X,β;J) −M
sing
g,S (X,β;J)
)
×
∏
j∈S
Mj .
We next show that M∗g,f (X,β;J) is a finite set. If not, there is a sequence ([ur], (wr,j)j∈S) in
M∗g,f (X,β;J) converging to some(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,f (X,β;J) −M
∗
g,f (X,β;J).
The image of u is a connected J-holomorphic curve in X of genus h ≤ g with k ≥ 1 irreducible
components of degrees β1, . . . , βk∈H2(X;Z) such that
d1β1 + . . .+ dkβk = β for some d1, . . . , dk ∈ Z
+.
By (1.16), 〈c1(TX), βi〉≥0 for all i=1, . . . , k. Thus,
i=k∑
i=1
〈c1(TX), βi〉 ≤ 〈c1(TX), β〉.
The dimension-counting argument of [23, Section 6.6] then shows that k=1 and d1 =1. It then
follows that the image of u is an irreducible J-holomorphic curve of degree β and genus h<g that
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meets each of the maps fj with j∈S.
While degree β genus h < g J-holomorphic curves meeting the maps fj can certainly exist for a
generic J , they cannot be limits of other degree β curves meeting the maps fj by the νr=0 case
of Proposition 3.2 for the following reason. If(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,f (X,β;J) −M
∗
g,f (X,β;J),
the domain of u consists of two or more irreducible components. Furthermore, by the previous
paragraph, the restriction of u to all components, except for one, is constant; let ueff denote the
effective part of u, i.e. the non-constant restriction. The domain Σueff of ueff is a smooth curve of
genus h<g with distinct points (zj(ueff))j∈S that are mapped to (evj(u))j∈S by ueff. Thus,(
[ueff], (wj)j∈S
)
∈M∗h,f (X,β;J);
by the previous paragraph, ueff is an embedding onto a smooth J-holomorphic curve Y of genus h
degree β meeting the maps fj. This implies that removing a node from Σueff disconnects Σu.
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Since the total evaluation map
ev≡
∏
j∈S
evj : M
∗
h,S(X,β;J) −→ X
S
is transverse to f ,
ker(DNYJ ;ueff) −→
⊕
j∈S
N
fj
fj(wj)
Y, ξ −→
(
ξ(zj(ueff)) + Tfj(wj)Y + (Im dwjfj)
)
j∈S
, (1.17)
is surjective; see Section 1.1 for the notation. Since ueff is a regular map,
dimker(DNYJ ;ueff) = ind
(
DNYJ ;ueff
)
= 2
(
〈c1(NY ), Y 〉+ 2(1−h)
)
= 2〈c1(TX), β〉
=
∑
j∈S
(4−dim Mj) ≤
∑
j∈S
dim N
fj
fj(w)
Y ;
the second-to-last equality holds by (1.4). Thus, the homomorphism in (1.17) is an isomorphism.
On the other hand, DNYJ ;u is the restriction of the operator
⊕
iD
NY
J ;ui
to
Lp1(Σu;u
∗NY ) ⊂
⊕
i
Lp1
(
Σu;i;u
∗
iNY
)
,
where {Σu;i} are the irreducible components of Σ and ui = u|Σu;i . If ui is a constant map, then
DNYJ ;ui is the usual ∂¯-operator on the space of functions on Σui with values in Nui(Σu;i)Y ≈C
2. Since
Σu is a connected nodal Riemann containing Σueff as a component, u|Σeff =ueff, and u is constant
on each of the irreducible components of Σu−Σueff, it follows that the projection homomorphism
kerDNYJ ;u −→ kerD
NY
J ;ueff
, ξ −→ ξ|Σueff , (1.18)
is an isomorphism. Thus, the homomorphism
ker(DNYJ ;u ) −→
⊕
j∈S
N
fj
fj(wj)
Y, ξ −→
(
ξ(zj(u)) + Tfj(wj)Y + (Im dwjfj)
)
j∈S
,
7This observation implies that the homomorphism (1.18) is surjective.
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is an isomorphism, since the homomorphism (1.17) is. Therefore, by Proposition 3.2 there is no
sequence in
Mg,f (X,β;J) −Mg,f (Y, [Y ];J) ⊃M
∗
g,f (X,β;J)
converging to ([u], (wj)j∈S).
We have thus shown that M∗g,f (X,β;J) is a compact oriented 0-dimensional manifold and its
signed cardinality EXg,β(f , J) is well-defined. The independence of E
X
g,β(f , J) of the choices of J
and fj follows from (1.14), with E
X
h,β((κj)j∈S) replaced by E
X
h,β(f , J). In turn, this identity follows
from Theorem 1.2 and the proof of [26, Theorem 3]. Let Y be a degree β J-holomorphic curve
of genus h≤ g meeting each fj. By the above, the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. By
definition (see Section 2.4), the orbi-bundle cok(DNYJ ) is dual to the bundle ker((D
NY
J )
∗) of kernels
of the dual operators (DNYJ )
∗. For each(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,f (Y, [Y ];J) ⊂Mg,f (X,β;J),
the operator (DNYJ ;u )
∗ is the natural extension of the operator
⊕
i(D
NY
J ;ui
)∗ to (1, 0)-forms on Σu with
poles at the nodes such that the residues at each node sum up to 0. Since (DNYJ ;ueff)
∗ is injective by
the regularity of ueff, the projection
η −→
⊕
Σu;i 6=Σueff
η|Σu;i
to the contracted components is injective. Since (DNYJ ;ui)
∗= ∂¯∗ if ui is constant, the image of this
homomorphism is determined by Σu and is independent of D
NY
J ;ueff
(as long as DNYJ ;ueff is surjective).
Thus, cok(DNYJ ) is isomorphic to the restriction to Mg,f (Y, [Y ];J) of the obstruction bundle in
[26, Section 3], i.e. the bundle of cokernels of the operators DNYJ ;u as above, but for a holomorphic
vector bundle NY . Thus,
Cg,f (Y, βY ) =
〈
e
(
cok(DNYJ )
)
,
[
Mg,f (Y, [Y ];J)
]vir〉
= CXh,β(g−h) sgn
(
[ueff], (wj)j∈S
) (1.19)
by (1.10) and [26, Theorem 3]. Since
Mg,f (X,β;J) =
h=g⊔
h=0
⊔
([u],(wj)j∈S)∈M
∗
h,f
(X,β;J)
Mg,f (Imu, [Imu];J),
the identity (1.14) follows from (1.19).
Theorem 1.4 confirms (a stronger version of) the Fano case of [27, Conjecture 2(i)], i.e. that the
numbers EXh,β((κj)j∈S) defined from GW-invariants by (1.14) are integers. The Calabi-Yau case
is fundamentally more difficult as it involves multiple covers of curves.8 On the other hand, it
might be possible to approach [27, Conjecture 2(ii)], i.e. that EXh,β((κj)j∈S) = 0 for a fixed β and
8Theorem 1.4 and its proof also apply to the cases when 〈c1(TX), β〉=0, but β is not a non-trivial integer multiple
of another element of H2(X;Z).
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all sufficiently large g if X is projective, by studying possible limits of Jt-holomorphic curves with
Jt∈Jreg(g, β) as Jt approaches the standard complex structure on X⊂P
n and using the Casteln-
uovo bound [1, p116].
An algebro-geometric approach to Theorem 1.4 has recently been proposed in [11], at least in the
usual, more narrow, meaning of Fano in algebraic geometry. The stable-map style invariants of
smooth projective varieties defined in [11] are a priori integers in the case of Fano varieties, just
like the numbers EXh,β((κj)j∈S). In addition, in this Fano case, they are non-negative integers and
satisfy the vanishing prediction of [27, Conjecture 2(ii)]. However, it remains to be shown that
they are related to the GW-invariants in the required way, i.e. as in (1.14).
2 Analytic Preliminaries
In this section, we collect a number of background statements concerning solutions of perturbed
Cauchy-Riemann equations. For the rest of the paper, fix a real number p > 2. If Σ is a 2-
dimensional manifold, this condition implies that any Lp1-map Σ−→R is continuous and in partic-
ular has a well-defined value at each point.
2.1 Nodal Riemann surfaces
Let (E, i) −→ Σ be an Lp1-complex vector bundle over a smooth Riemann surface, i.e. a one-
dimensional complex manifold. If z∈Σ and
Az ∈ HomR(Ez, T
∗
z Σ
0,1⊗CEz),
we define
A∗z ∈ HomR(T
∗
zΣ
1,0⊗CE
∗
z , T
∗
z Σ
1,1⊗CE
∗
z ) by
Re
(
v ∧ (A∗zw)
)
= Re
(
(Azv) ∧ w
)
∈ Λ2R(T
∗
zΣ) ∀ v∈Ez, w∈T
∗
zΣ
1,0⊗CE
∗
z .
Since Λ2R(T
∗
zΣ) is one-dimensional, A
∗
z is well-defined. If
A ∈ Lp
(
Σ;HomR(E,T
∗Σ0,1⊗CE)
)
,
this construction gives rise to an element
A∗ ∈ Lp
(
Σ;HomR(T
∗Σ1,0⊗CE
∗, T ∗Σ1,1⊗CE
∗)
)
s.t.〈〈
ξ,A∗η
〉〉
≡ Re
(∫
Σ
ξ ∧ (A∗η)
)
= Re
(∫
Σ
(Aξ) ∧ η
)
≡
〈〈
Aξ, η
〉〉
(2.1)
for all ξ∈Lp1(Σ;E) and η∈L
p
1(Σ;T
∗Σ1,0⊗E∗).
Let E−→Σ be as above. If S is a finite subset of Σ, denote by
Lpk
(
Σ;E(S)
)
⊂ Lpk,loc(Σ−S;E)
the subspace of sections η of E such that for every z0∈S there exist a neighborhood U of z0 in Σ
and a coordinate w : U−→C such that
w(z0) = 0 and w · η|U ∈ L
p
k(U ;E).
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If k≥1, an element η of Lpk(Σ;T
∗Σ1,0⊗CE(S)) has a well-defined residue at z0∈S given by
Resz=z0η = ξ(z0) ∈ Ez0 if η(z) =
dw
w(z)
⊗ ξ(z) ∀ z∈U, ξ ∈ Lp1(U ;E).
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If ̺ is a function assigning to each element z0∈S a real subspace E
′
z0⊂Ez0 , let
Lp1
(
Σ;T ∗Σ1,0⊗CE(̺)
)
=
{
η∈Lp1
(
Σ;E(S)
)
: Resz=z0η∈E
′
z0 ∀ z0∈S
}
.
By a Riemann surface Σ we will mean a compact complex one-dimensional manifold with pairs of
distinct points identified. In other words,
Σ = Σ˜
/
∼, where x
(1)
i ∼ x
(2)
i i = 1, . . . ,m, (2.2)
for some smooth compact Riemann surface Σ˜ and distinct points x
(1)
i , x
(2)
i ∈ Σ˜. The quotient map
σ : Σ˜ −→ Σ
is determined by Σ up to an isomorphism. We will denote by
Σsing ≡
{
σ(x
(1)
i ) : i=1, . . . ,m
}
⊂ Σ and Σ˜sing ≡
{
x
(1)
i , x
(2)
i : i=1, . . . ,m
}
⊂ Σ˜
the subset of singular points of Σ and its preimage under σ, respectively. Let Σ∗⊂Σ be the subspace
of smooth points, i.e. the complement of Σsing.
If Y is a smooth manifold and Σ is a Riemann surface as above, an Lp1-map u : Σ −→ Y is an
Lp1-map
u˜ : Σ˜ −→ Y s.t. u˜
(
x
(1)
i
)
= u˜
(
x
(2)
i
)
∀ i = 1, . . . ,m.
By a vector bundle E−→Σ, we will mean a topological complex vector bundle such that σ∗E−→ Σ˜
is an Lp1-complex vector bundle. Let
Lp1(Σ;E) =
{
ξ∈Lp1(Σ˜;σ
∗E
)
: ξ(x
(1)
i )=ξ(x
(2)
i ) ∀ i=1, . . . ,m
}
;
Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CE
)
= Lp
(
Σ˜;T ∗Σ˜0,1⊗Cσ
∗E
)
.
If S is a finite subset of Σ∗, let S˜=σ−1(S) and define
Lp1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE(S)
)
=
{
η∈Lp1
(
Σ˜;T ∗Σ˜1,0⊗Cσ
∗E(S˜∪Σ˜sing)
)
:∑
z˜0∈σ−1(z0)
Resz=z˜0η(z˜0)=0 ∀ z0∈Σsing
}
,
Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CKΣ⊗CE(S)
)
= Lp
(
Σ˜;T ∗Σ˜0,1⊗CT
∗Σ˜1,0⊗Cσ
∗E(S˜∪Σ˜sing)
)
.
(2.3)
9If η ∈ Lpk(Σ;T
∗Σ1,0⊗CE(S−z0)), then Resz=z0η = 0. The converse is not true; for example, the residue of
η= z¯ dz/z is zero at z=0, but η is not even continuous at z=0. On the other hand, the converse is true if η lies in
the kernel of a generalized CR-operator as in Section 2.2.
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If ̺ is a function assigning to each element z0∈S a real subspace E
′
z0⊂Ez0 , let
Lp1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE(̺)
)
=
{
η∈Lp1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE(S)
)
: Resz=σ−1(z0)η∈E
′
z0 ∀ z0∈S
}
. (2.4)
Similarly, we define
Lp1
(
Σ;E(−S)
)
=
{
ξ∈Lp1
(
Σ;E) : ξ(z0)=0 ∀ z0∈S
}
,
Lp1
(
Σ;E∗(−̺)
)
=
{
ξ∈Lp1
(
Σ;E∗) : ξ(z0)∈Ann(E
′
z0) ∀ z0∈S
}
,
where Ann(E′z0)⊂HomR(Ez0 ,R) is the annihilator of E
′
z0⊂Ez0 . The real pairings in (2.1) extend
to pairings
Lp1
(
Σ;E
)
⊗Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CKΣ⊗CE
∗(S)
)
−→ R,
Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CE
)
⊗Lp1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE
∗(S)
)
−→ R.
Furthermore, the equality in (2.1) holds for all η ∈ Lp1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE
∗(S)
)
.
2.2 Generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators
Definition 2.1 Let (Y, J) be an almost complex manifold and (N, i) −→ (Y, J) a smooth vector
bundle.
(1) A ∂¯-operator on (N, i) is a C-linear map
∂¯ : Γ(Y ;N) −→ Γ0,1(Y ;N) ≡ Γ
(
Y ;T ∗Y 0,1⊗CN
)
such that
∂¯
(
fξ) = (∂¯f)⊗ξ + f(∂¯ξ) ∀ f ∈C∞(Y ), ξ∈Γ(Y ;N).
(2) A smooth generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator (or smooth CR-operator) on (N, i) is a differ-
ential operator of the form
D = ∂¯+A : Γ(Y ;N) −→ Γ0,1(Y ;N), (2.5)
where ∂¯ is a ∂¯-operator on (N, i) and
A ∈ Γ
(
Y ; HomR(N,T
∗Y 0,1⊗CN)
)
.
If ∇ is an affine connection in (N, i), the operator
Γ(Y ;N) −→ Γ0,1(Y ;N), ξ −→
1
2
(
∇ξ + i∇ξ ◦ J
)
, (2.6)
is a ∂¯-operator on (N, i). Furthermore, any C-linear CR-operator on (N, i) is a ∂¯-operator, and any
∂¯-operator on (N, i) is of the form (2.6) for some (not unique) connection ∇ in (N, i). In particular,
A in the decomposition (2.5) can be assumed to be C-anti-linear.
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Let ∇J be the J-linear connection in TY obtained from a Levi-Civita connection ∇ on Y and
AY (·, ·) the Nijenhuis tensor of J :
∇Jξ1ξ2 =
1
2
(
∇ξ1ξ2 − J∇ξ1(Jξ2)
)
AY (ξ1, ξ2) =
1
4
(
[ξ1, ξ2] + J [ξ1, Jξ2] + J [Jξ1, ξ2]− [Jξ1, Jξ2]
) ∀ ξ1, ξ2∈Γ(Y ;TY ).
We identify AY with the element
AY ∈ Γ
(
Y ; HomR(TY, T
∗Y 0,1⊗CTY )
)
, v −→ AY (·, v).
Then,
∂¯Y ≡
1
2
(
∇Jξ + J∇J ◦ J
)
, DY ≡ ∂¯Y +AY : Γ(Y ;TY ) −→ Γ
0,1(Y ;TY )
are a ∂¯-operator on TY and a smooth CR-operator on TY , respectively.
Definition 2.2 Let (E, i) be an Lp1 complex vector bundle over a Riemann surface (Σ, j).
(1) A ∂¯-operator on (E, i) is a C-linear map
∂¯ : Lp1(Σ;E) −→ L
p
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CE
)
such that
∂¯
(
fξ) = (∂¯f)⊗ξ + f(∂¯ξ) ∀ f ∈C∞(Σ), ξ∈Γ(Σ;E).
(2) A generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator (or CR-operator) on (E, i) is a differential operator of
the form
D = ∂¯+A : Lp1(Σ;E) −→ L
p
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CE
)
, (2.7)
where ∂¯ is a ∂¯-operator on (E, i) and
A ∈ Lp
(
Σ;HomR(E,T
∗Σ0,1⊗CE)
)
. (2.8)
If ∇ is an affine connection in (E, i), the operator
Lp1(Σ;E) −→ L
p(Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗CE), ξ −→
1
2
(
∇ξ + i∇ξ ◦ j
)
, (2.9)
is the usual ∂¯-operator for a unique holomorphic structure in (E, i). Furthermore, any C-linear
CR-operator is of the form (2.9).
If Σ and N−→Y are as above, an Lp1-map u : Σ−→Y pulls back a smooth CR-operator D on N to
a CR-operator Du on u
∗N−→Σ as follows. Suppose D is presented as in (2.5) with C-anti-linear
A and ∇ is a connection in (N, i) inducing the corresponding ∂¯-operator. Let u˜ : Σ˜−→Y be the
map corresponding to u as in Section 2.1 and
∇˜ : Lp1(Σ˜; u˜
∗N) −→ Lp(Σ˜;T ∗Σ˜⊗Ru˜
∗N)
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the connection induced by ∇. Then,
Du˜ =
1
2
(
∇˜+ i∇˜ ◦ j
)
+A ◦ ∂J u˜, where ∂J u˜ =
1
2
(
du− Jdu˜ ◦ j
)
,
is a generalized CR-operator on u˜∗(N, i); Du˜ is independent of the choice of ∇ if u is (J, j)-
holomorphic.
Suppose (Y, J) is an almost complex manifold and DY is as above. If (Σ, j) is a Riemann surface
and u : Σ−→ Y is a (J, j)-holomorphic Lp1-map, then DJ ;u≡ u
∗DY is the linearization of the ∂¯J -
operator on the space of Lp1-maps from Σ, with complex structure fixed, to Y ; see [23, Section 3.1].
If in addition, (Y, J) is an almost complex submanifold of an almost complex manifold (X,J), then
DJ ;u≡D
Y
J ;u≡u
∗DY : L
p
1(Σ;u
∗TY ) −→ Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗Cu
∗TY
)
is the restriction of
DXJ ;u≡u
∗DX : L
p
1(Σ;u
∗TX) −→ Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗Cu
∗TX
)
.
Thus, DXJ ;u induces a CR-operator
DNYJ ;u : L
p
1(Σ;u
∗NY ) −→ Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗Cu
∗NY
)
,
where NY ≡TX|Y /TY is the complex normal bundle of Y in X.
The next lemma extends Serre duality from ∂¯-operators to CR-operators. If D is as in (2.7), let
D∗ = ∂¯ −A∗ : Lp1(Σ;KΣ⊗CE
∗) −→ Lp(Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗C KΣ⊗CE
∗);
see (2.1) and (2.3) for notation. If S⊂Σ is a finite subset of smooth points of Σ and ̺ is a function
assigning to z0∈S a complex subspace of E
∗
z0 , D
∗ extends to an operator
D∗̺ : L
p
1
(
Σ;KΣ⊗CE
∗(̺)
)
−→ Lp
(
Σ;T ∗Σ0,1⊗C KΣ⊗CE
∗(S)
)
;
see (2.4). Let D̺ be the restriction of D to the closed subspace L
p
1(Σ;E(−̺)) of L
p
1(Σ;E).
Lemma 2.3 Let D be a CR-operator on a complex vector bundle (E, i) over a Riemann sur-
face (Σ, j). If S is a finite subset of smooth points of Σ and ̺ is a function assigning to z0 ∈S a
real subspace of E∗z0 , the homomorphism
cokD̺ −→ HomR(kerD
∗
̺,R), η −→
〈〈
η, ·
〉〉
, (2.10)
is an isomorphism.
Proof: If Σ is smooth and S=∅, this is [10, Lemma 2.3.2]. Furthermore, by the twisting construction
of [32, Lemma 2.4.1]10, the elements z0 of S for which ̺(z0)=E
∗
z0 can be omitted from S. In the
general case, the proof of [10, Lemma 2.3.2] shows that the homomorphisms
kerD∗̺ −→ HomR(cokD̺,R), kerD̺ −→ HomR(cokD
∗
̺,R), (2.11)
10This construction extends the usual procedure of twisting a holomorphic vector bundle by a divisor to generalized
CR-operators; it can be seen as a manifestation of Carleman Similarity Principle [4, Theorem 2.2].
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induced by the pairings (2.1) are well-defined and injective. It follows that
indD̺ + indD
∗
̺ ≤ 0
and equality holds if and only if the homomorphisms (2.11) are isomorphisms. On the other hand,
if D˜̺ and D˜
∗
̺ are the operators corresponding to D̺ and D
∗
̺ over the normalization σ : Σ˜−→Σ,
dropping any matching conditions at the nodes and the other restricting conditions at the points
of S, then
indD̺ = ind D˜̺ − 2km− ‖̺‖,
indD∗̺ = ind D˜
∗
̺ − 2km− 2k|S|+ ‖̺‖,
where k is the complex rank of E, m is the number of nodes in Σ, and
‖̺‖ =
∑
z0∈S
dimR ̺(z0).
Since the kernel and cokernel of D˜∗̺ are isomorphic to the kernel and cokernel of a CR-operator on
T ∗Σ˜⊗σ∗E∗ twisted by the preimages of the nodes and the elements of S,
ind D˜∗̺ = −ind D˜̺ + 4km+ 2k|S|.
It follows that indD∗̺ = −indD̺ and thus the injective homomorphisms in (2.11) are in fact
isomorphisms.
2.3 Families of nodal Riemann surfaces
By a stratified space (of dimension k), we will mean a topological space M together with a partition
M =
l=k⊔
l=0
M(l)
such that M(l) is a smooth manifold of (real) dimension k−l and
M
(l)
−M(l) ⊂
l=k⊔
l′=l+1
M(l
′) .
If U is an open subspace of a stratified space M as above, then
U =
l=k⊔
l=0
(M(l)∩U)
is also a stratified space. If M1 and M2 are stratified spaces, M1×M2 is a stratified space with the
strata given by unions of the products of the strata ofM1 andM2. A continuous map π : M1−→M2
between stratified spaces will be called a stratified map if the restriction of π to each stratum of M1
is a smooth map to a stratum of M2. A stratified map πV : V −→M will be called a stratified
vector bundle if πV is a topological vector bundle with fiber C
k and the transition maps from open
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subsets of M to GLkC are stratified.
For the purposes of Definition 2.4 below, we set
πstd≡π1 : Ustd ≡
{
(t, u, v)∈C3 : uv= t
}
−→ C
to be the projection to the first component. This is a stratified map with respect to the stratifica-
tions
C = C∗ ⊔ {0}, Ustd = π
−1
std(C
∗) ⊔
(
π−1std(0)−0
)
⊔ {0}.
For each t∈C∗, define
ρt : Σt≡π
−1
std(t) −→ R
+ by ρt(t, u, v) = u
2 + v2 .
If in addition ǫ∈R+, let
Σt,ǫ =
{
(t, u, v)∈Σt : |u|
2+|v|2 < ǫ
}
.
If E−→Σt is a normed vector bundle and η∈L
p(Σt;E), let
‖η‖t,ǫ =
(∫
Σt,ǫ
|η|p
)1/p
+
(∫
Σt,ǫ
ρ
− p−2
p
t |η|
2
)1/2
.
Definition 2.4 A stratified map π : U−→M is a flat stratified family of Riemann surfaces if
• each fiber Σu≡π
−1(u) is a (possibly nodal) Riemann surface;
• if z0∈Σu0 is a smooth point, there are neighborhoods Uz0 of u0 in M and U˜z0 of z0 in U and
a stratified isomorphism of fiber bundles
φ˜z0 : U˜z0 −→ Uz0×(Σu0∩U˜z0)
over Uz0 such that the restriction of φ˜z0 to each fiber of π is holomorphic and the restriction
of φ˜z0 to Σu0∩U˜z0 is the identity;
• if z0∈Σu0 is a node, there are neighborhoods Uz0 of u0 in M and U˜z0 of z0 in U, a stratified
space U ′z0, and stratified embeddings
φz0 : Uz0 −→ U
′
z0 × C and φ˜z0 : U˜z0 −→ U
′
z0 ×Ustd
such that the diagram
U˜z0
π

φ˜z0
// U ′z0×Ustd
id×πstd

Uz0
φz0
// U ′z0×C
commutes and the restriction of φ˜z0 to each fiber of π is holomorphic.
Definition 2.5 If S is a finite set, a stratified map π : U−→M with stratified sections zj : M−→U,
j∈S, is a flat stratified family of S-marked Riemann surfaces if
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• π : U−→M is a flat stratified family of Riemann surfaces;
• zj(u)∈Σu is a smooth point for every u∈M and j∈S;
• zj1(u) 6=zj2(z) for every u∈M, j1, j2∈S with j1 6=j2.
Definition 2.6 If π : U−→M is a flat stratified family of S-marked Riemann surfaces and Y is a
smooth manifold, a continuous map F : U−→Y is a flat family of S-marked maps if
• for every u∈M, the restriction of F to Σu≡π
−1(u) is an Lp1-map;
• if z0 ∈ Σu0 is a smooth point and Uz0 , U˜z0 , and φ˜z0 are as in Definition 2.4, there exists
a compact neighborhood Kz0(F ) of z0 in Σu0∩ U˜z0 such that F ◦ φ˜
−1
z0 |u×Kz0(F ) converges to
F |Kz0(F ) in the L
p
1-norm as u∈Uz0 approaches u0;
• if z0∈Σu0 is a node and Uz0 , U˜z0 , φz0 , and φ˜z0 are as in Definition 2.4,
lim
ǫ−→0
lim
(u′,t)−→φz0(u)
(u′,t)∈φz0(Uz0)
∥∥d(F ◦ φ˜−1z0 |u′×Σt)∥∥t,ǫ = 0 .
In the case of interest to us, M will be a family of S-marked stable maps to a smooth manifold Y .
The fiber of U−→M over a point u : Σu−→Y will be the Riemann surface Σu.
2.4 Families of generalized CR-operators
Let D be a smooth CR-operator on a vector bundle (N, i) over an almost complex manifold (Y, J).
Suppose U −→M is a flat stratified family of S-marked Riemann surfaces, F : U −→ Y is a flat
family of maps, S0⊂S, and ̺ is a function assigning to each z0∈S0 a real subbundle of ev
∗
jN
∗. For
each u∈M and z0∈S, let ̺u(z0) be the fiber of ̺(z0) over u. Denote by ker
F
̺;u(D) and ker
F
̺;u(D
∗)
the kernels of the operators{(
F |Σu
)∗
D
}
̺u
:Lp1
(
Σu; {F |
∗
ΣuN}(−̺u)
)
−→ Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1⊗CF |
∗
ΣuN
)
,{(
F |Σu
)∗
D
}∗
̺u
:Lp1
(
Σu;KΣu⊗C{F |
∗
ΣuN}(̺u)
)
−→ Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗C KΣu⊗C{F |
∗
ΣuN}({zj(u)}j∈S0)
)
,
respectively.
We topologize the sets
kerF̺ (D) ≡
⊔
u∈M
kerF̺;u(D) and ker
F
̺ (D
∗) ≡
⊔
u∈M
kerF̺;u(D
∗)
by point-wise convergence on compact subsets of the complement of the special (nodal and marked)
points of the fiber. In other words, suppose ur ∈M, r ∈Z
+, is a sequence converging to u0 ∈M
and ξr ∈ ker
F
̺;ur(D
′) for r∈ Z¯+, where D′=D,D∗ and Z¯+= {0}⊔Z. The sequence {ur} converges
to ξ0 if for every smooth point z0∈Σu0 , with z0 6=zj(u) for j∈S, there exists a compact neighbor-
hood Kz0(F ) as in Definition 2.6 such that ξr ◦ φ˜
−1
z0 |ur×Kz0(F ) converges pointwise to ξ0|Kz0(F ).
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By Carleman Similarity Principle [4, Theorem 2.2], if the restriction of an element ξ of kerF̺;u(D
′)
to an open subset of a component Σu;i of Σu vanishes, then the restriction of ξ to Σu;i is zero
as well. This implies that the above convergence topology on kerF̺ (D) is the topology inherited
from the convergence topology on the bundle over M with fibers Lp1(Σu;u
∗N) described in [15,
Section 3].11 Furthermore, if the dimension of kerF̺;u(D) is independent of u, then ker
F
̺ (D)−→M
is a vector bundle. By [28, Section 6], the analogous statement holds for kerF̺;u(D
∗).12 Lemma 2.3
then implies that kerF̺ (D
∗)−→M is a vector bundle if the dimension of kerF̺;u(D) is independent
of u∈M. If in addition, the vector bundles kerF̺ (D)−→M and ̺(z0), z0∈S, are oriented (and S
is ordered if any of the bundles ̺(z0) is of odd rank), then the vector bundle
kerF̺ (D
∗) −→M (2.12)
has a canonical induced orientation, since kerF̺;u(D) and (ker
F
̺;u(D
∗))∗ are the kernel and cokernel of
an operator obtained by a zeroth-order deformation from a first-order complex-linear Fredholm op-
erator; the determinant line of such an operator has a canonical orientation defined via a homotopy
of Fredholm operators (see the proof of [23, Theorem 3.1.5]).
3 Proof of Theorem 1.2
The first claim of Theorem 1.2 is immediate from the assumption that f−1j (Y ) is a smooth oriented
manifold. Thus,
[
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir
=
(∏
j∈S
{
evj×(fj◦πj)
}∗(
PDY 2(∆Y )
))
∩
[
Mg,S(Y, βY ;J)×
∏
j∈S
f−1j (Y )
]vir
,
where ∆Y ⊂Y
2 is the diagonal and πj :
∏
j∈S f
−1
j (Y ) −→ f
−1
j (Y ) is the projection onto the j-th
component; the identity (1.8) now follows from (1.6). Sections 2.2 and 2.4 imply the second claim
of Theorem 1.2. Since the vector spaces
ker
(
(DNYJ ;u )
∗
)
≈ cok
(
DNYJ ;u
)∗
(3.1)
have constant rank and are oriented via the isomorphism (1.7), they form natural oriented bundles
over the uniformizing charts for Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) described in [15, Section 3]. These bundles glue to-
gether to form an oriented vector orbi-bundle over Mg,f (Y, βY ;J).
13 In the notation of Sections 2.2
and 2.4, this is also the bundle of the cokernels of the injective operators DNYJ,̺;u≡(D
NY
J ;u )̺, where
[u] ≡
(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) (3.2)
and ̺ is the function assigning to each element j ∈ S the subbundle Ann(ev∗j(Im d
NY fj),R)
of ev∗jNY
∗. The identity (1.9) is immediate from (1.7) and the Index Theorem. The first part
11 While [15, Section 3] concerns only the case N=TY , it applies to any vector bundle N−→Y .
12While [28, Section 6] concerns only the case N = TY and S0 = ∅, the argument applies to any vector bundle
N−→Y . Furthermore, the twisting construction of [32, Lemma 2.4.1] reduces the situation to the case S0=∅. By [31,
Chapter 4], which builds on [30], there are Fredholm operators defining these vector spaces that form a continuous
family over M and thus define a K-theory class; however, this statement is stronger than needed here.
13Neither the topologies of the bundles over the uniformizing charts nor the isomorphisms (3.1) depend on the
Riemannian metrics over the uniformizing charts of [15, Section 3].
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of the third claim follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 below in light of assumption (b) in
Theorem 1.2.
We note that the second part of the third claim of Theorem 1.2 is consistent with the divisor
relation for GW-invariants [29, (3.4)] in the following sense. Let
π0 : Mg,{0}⊔S(Y, βY ;J) −→Mg,S(Y, βY ;J)
be the forgetful map dropping the 0-th marked point and f0 :M0−→X a cobordism representative
for some κ0∈H2n−2(X;Z) so that f0 is transverse to Y ; the last assumption implies that N
f0
f0(w0)
Y =
{0} for all w0∈f
−1
0 (Y ). With
Mg,f0⊔f (Y, βY ;J) ≡
{(
[u], w0, (wj)j∈S
)
∈Mg,{0}⊔S(Y, βY ;J)×M0×
∏
j∈S
Mj :
evj([u])=fj(wj) ∀ j∈{0}⊔S
}
,
let
π˜0 : Mg,f0⊔f (Y, βY ;J) −→Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
be the map induced by π0. If [u] ∈Mg,{0}⊔S(Y, βY ;J) and π0 contracts component Σu;i0 of Σu,
then Σu;i0 is P
1, contains precisely two nodes, say 0 and ∞, along with the 0-th marked point
and no other marked points, and u|Σu;i0 is constant. Therefore, if [u
′]=π0(u) and χu is the set of
components of Σu, then the homomorphisms
ker(DNYJ ;u ) −→ ker(D
NY
J ;u′), (ξi)i∈χu −→ (ξi)i∈χu−i0 , (3.3)
ker
(
(DNYJ ;u )
∗
)
−→ ker
(
(DNYJ ;u′)
∗
)
, (ηi)i∈χu −→ (ηi)i∈χu−i0 , (3.4)
are well-defined and are in fact isomorphisms. Since (3.3) is an isomorphism, f0⊔f satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 1.2 if and only if f does. Since the total spaces of the cokernel bundles
are topologized using convergence of elements of ker(DNYJ ;u )
∗ on compact subsets of smooth points,
(3.4) induces an isomorphism of orbi-bundles
cok(DNYJ ) −→ π˜
∗
0cok(D
NY
J ) (3.5)
over Mg,f0⊔f (Y, βY ;J); it extends over a neighborhood of Mg,f0⊔f (Y, βY ;J) in the space of L
p
1-maps
via the construction described at the end of Section 3.1. Thus, by the standard divisor relation,〈
e
(
cok(DNYJ )
)∏
j∈S
ψ
aj
j ,
[
Mg,f0⊔f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir〉
=
〈
PDY κ0, β
〉
·
〈
e
(
cok(DNYJ )
)∏
j∈S
ψ
aj
j ,
[
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir〉
.
In particular, it is sufficient to verify (1.10) under the assumption that 2g+ |S| ≥ 3; this slightly
simplifies the presentation.
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that 2g+|S| ≥ 3. Section 3.1 sets up notation for the
configuration spaces that play a central role in [5] and [15]. The main geometric observation used
in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is Proposition 3.2, stated and proved in Section 3.2. Our approach
to (1.10) is illustrated in Section 3.3, where (1.10) is verified in some cases, including the case of
Theorem 1.4. The general case is the subject of Section 3.4.
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3.1 Configuration spaces
Let X be a compact manifold, β ∈ H2(X;Z), g a non-negative integer, and S a finite set. We
denote by Xg,S(X,β) the space of equivalence classes of stable L
p
1-maps u : Σu−→X from genus g
Riemann surfaces with S-marked points, which may have simple nodes, to X of degree β, i.e.
u∗[Σu] = β ∈ H2(X;Z).
Let X0g,S(X,β) be the subset of Xg,S(X,β) consisting of the stable maps with smooth domains.
The space Xg,S(X,β) is topologized in [15, Section 3] using L
p
1-convergence on compact subsets
of smooth points of the domain and certain convergence requirements near the nodes. The space
Xg,S(X,β) is stratified by subspaces XT (X) of stable maps from domains of the same geometric
type and with the same degree distribution between the components of the domain. Each stratum
is the quotient of a smooth Banach manifold X˜T (X) by a finite-dimensional Lie group GT ; the
restriction of the GT -action to any finite-dimensional submanifold of X˜T (X) consisting of smooth
maps and preserved by GT is smooth. The closure of the main stratum, X
0
g,S(X,β), is Xg,S(X,β).
If fj : Mj−→X for j∈S are smooth maps, let
Xg,f (X,β) =
{(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈ Xg,S(X,β) ×
∏
j∈S
Mj : u(zj(u))=fj(wj) ∀ j∈S
}
.
If J is an almost complex structure on X, let
Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J)−→Xg,S(X,β)
be the family of (TX, J)-valued (0, 1) Lp-forms. In other words, the fiber of Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) over a
point [u] in Xg,S(X,β) is the space
Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J)
∣∣
[u]
= Γ0,1(X,u;J)
/
Aut(u), where Γ0,1(X,u;J) = Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TX
)
.
The total space of this family is topologized in [15, Section 3] using Lp-convergence on compact
subsets of smooth points of the domain and certain convergence requirements near the nodes. The
restriction of Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) to each stratum XT (X) is the quotient of a smooth Banach vector
bundle Γ˜0,1T (X;J) over X˜T (X) by GT . The smooth sections of the bundles Γ˜
0,1
T (X;J) −→ X˜T (X)
given by
∂¯J
(
[Σu, ju;u]
)
= ∂¯J,juu =
1
2
(
du+ J ◦du◦ju
)
induce sections of Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) over XT (X), which define a continuous section ∂¯J of the family
Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) −→ Xg,S(X,β).
The zero set of this section is the moduli space Mg,S(X,β;J) of equivalence classes of stable J-
holomorphic degree β maps from genus-g curves with S-marked points into X. The section ∂¯J over
X˜T (X) is Fredholm, i.e. its linearization has finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel at every point
of the zero set. The index of the linearization DJ ;u of ∂¯J at u∈ X˜T (X) such that
[u] ∈Mg,S(X,β;J) ≡Mg,S(X,β;J) ∩X
0
g,S(X,β)
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is the expected dimension dimg,S(X,β) of the moduli space Mg,S(X,β;J).
If fj : Mj −→X for j ∈S are smooth maps, Y ⊂X is a submanifold, βY ∈H2(X;Z) is such that
ιY ∗βY =β, and T is any combinatorial type of maps to X or Y of degree β or βY , respectively, let
Xg,f (X,β) =
{(
[u], (wj)j∈S
)
∈ Xg,S(X,β)×
∏
j∈S
Mj : evj([u])=fj(wj)∀ j∈S
}
,
Xg,f (Y, βY ) = Xg,f (X,β) ∩
(
Xg,S(Y, βY )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
,
XT ,f (X) = Xg,f (X,β) ∩
(
XT (X)×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
,
XT ,f (Y ) = Xg,f (Y, βY ) ∩
(
XT (Y )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
.
With π : Xg,f (X,β)−→Xg,S(X,β) denoting the projection map, let
Γ0,1g,f (X,β;J) = π
∗Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) −→ Xg,f (X,β);
Γ0,1g,f (Y, βY ;J) = π
∗Γ0,1g,S(Y, βY ;J) −→ Xg,f (Y, βY ).
With aj , j∈S, as in Theorem 1.2, let
La,f ≡
⊕
j∈S
ajπ
∗L∗j −→ Xg,f (X,β),
where Lj−→Xg,S(X,β) is the tautological line bundle for the j-th marked point.
If J is an almost complex structure on X preserving Y , let gJ be a J-invariant metric on X,
∇J the J-linear connection of gJ induced by the Levi-Civita connection of gJ , TY
v ⊂ TX|Y the
gJ -orthogonal complement of TY , and π
h : TX|Y −→TY the orthogonal projection map. Define
∇˜J : Γ(Y ;TX) −→ Γ(Y ;T ∗Y ⊗RTX) by
∇˜Jv (ξ
h + ξv) = πh
(
∇Jv ξ
h
)
+∇Jv ξ
v ∀ v∈TY, ξh∈Γ(Y ;TY ), ξv∈Γ(Y ;TY v).
This connection in TX|Y gives rise to a C-linear connection ∇
⊥ on NY and thus to a ∂¯-operator
∂¯⊥ on NY . Define
DNY : Γ(Y ;NY ) −→ Γ(Y ;T ∗Y 0,1⊗CNY ) by D
NY ξ = ∂¯⊥ξ +A⊥X(·, ξ),
where A⊥X is the composition of the Nijenhuis tensor of J on X with the projection to NY . If
[u]∈Xg,S(Y, βY ), let
DNYJ ;u : L
p
1(Σu;u
∗NY ) −→ Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗NY
)
be the pull-back of DNY by u with respect to the connection ∇⊥ as in Section 2.2. If [u] is an
element of Mg,S(Y, βY ;J), this definition agrees with the one in Section 1.1. Thus, under the as-
sumptions of Theorem 1.2, the dimension of cok(DNYJ ;u ) is fixed on a neighborhood of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
in Xg,f (Y, βY ). By Section 2.4, the vector spaces cok(D
NY
J ;u ) form a vector orbi-bundle over such a
neighborhood.
3.2 Symplectic submanifolds and pseudo-holomorphic maps
Definition 3.1 If (X,J) is an almost complex manifold and Y ⊂X is an almost complex subman-
ifold, a tuple (πY : UY −→Y, TU
h
Y ) is a J-regularized tubular neighborhood of Y in X if
• UY is a tubular neighborhood of Y in X;
• πY : UY −→Y is a vector bundle such that πY |Y =idY and ker dyπY is a complex subspace of
(TyX,J) for every y∈Y ;
• TUhY −→ UY is a complex subbundle of (TUY , J) such that dxπY : TU
h
Y −→ TπY (x)Y is an
isomorphism of real vector spaces for every x∈UY and is the identity for every x∈Y .
Every embedded almost complex submanifold Y of an almost complex manifold (X,J) admits
a J-regularized tubular neighborhood. Let g be a J-invariant Riemannian metric on X and
expg : TX −→ X the exponential map with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the met-
ric g. Identifying NY with the g-orthogonal complement of TY in TX|Y , we obtain a smooth
map
expY : NY −→ X
by restricting expg. Since Y is an embedded submanifold of X, there exist tubular neighborhoods
U ′Y and UY of Y in NY and in Y , respectively, such that the map
exp≡expY
∣∣
U ′
Y
: U ′Y −→ UY
is a diffeomorphism. Furthermore, exp |Y = idY and dy exp : TyNY −→ TyX is C-linear for every
y∈Y . Thus,
πY = πNY ◦exp |
−1
U ′
Y
: UY −→ Y,
where πNY : NY −→Y is the bundle projection map, satisfies the middle condition in Definition 3.1.
Furthermore, if (ker dπY )
⊥ is the g-orthogonal complement of ker dπY in TUY ,
dxπY : (ker dxπY )
⊥ −→ TπY (x)Y
is an isomorphism and induces a complex structure JY in the vector bundle (ker dπY )
⊥ −→ UY
(which may differ from J). Let
TxU
h
Y =
{
v−JJY v : v∈(ker dxπY )
⊥
}
.
Note that TxU
h
Y is a complex linear subspace of (TxUY , Jx) for each x∈UY . Since (ker dyπY )
⊥=TyY
and JY |y=J |TyY for every y∈Y ,
dyπY = id: TyU
h
Y −→ TπY (y)Y
for every y∈Y . Thus,
dxπY : TxU
h
Y −→ TπY (x)Y
is an isomorphism for every x∈UY if UY is sufficiently small. We conclude that TU
h
Y satisfies the
final condition in Definition 3.1.
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Proposition 3.2 Suppose (X,ω) is a compact symplectic manifold, g ∈ Z¯+, S is a finite set,
β∈H2(X;Z), and fj :Mj−→X is a smooth map for each j∈S. Let J be an ω-tame almost complex
structure on X, Y a compact almost complex submanifold of (X,J), and (πY : UY −→ Y, TU
h
Y ) a
J-regularized tubular neighborhood of Y in X. If ([ur], (wr,j)j∈S) ∈ Xg,f (X,β) is a sequence such
that
ur(Σur) 6⊂ Y, ∂¯Jur
∣∣
u−1r (UY )
∈ Lp
(
u−1r (UY );T
∗(u−1r (UY ))
0,1⊗Cu
∗
rTU
h
Y
)
, (3.6)
lim
r−→∞
(
[ur], (wr,j)j∈S) =
(
[u], (wj)j∈S) ∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) ⊂ Xg,f (X,β)
for some βY ∈H2(Y ;Z), then
∃ ξ∈ker DNYJ ;u , vj∈TwjMj ∀ j∈S s.t. ξ 6= 0, ξ
(
zj(u)
)
= dwjfj(vj) ∀ j∈S.
The rest of this subsection is dedicated to the proof of this proposition by adopting a now-
standard rescaling argument. It is sufficient to consider the case X=NY as smooth manifolds and
πY : NY −→Y is the bundle projection map. After passing to a subsequence, it can be assumed
that the topological types of the domains Σur of ur are the same (but not necessarily the same as
the topological type of Σu). The desired vector field ξ and tangent vectors vj will be constructed
by re-scaling ur in the normal direction to Y and then taking the limit.
For each j∈S, let NjY ⊂TwjM be a complement of Twj (f
−1
j (Y )) and
expj : TwjMj −→Mj
a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of wj in Mj such that
expj(0) = wj , d0 expj = Id, expj(v) ∈ f
−1
j (Y ) ∀ v∈Twj(f
−1
j (Y )).
For each r∈Z+, define
vhr,j ⊕ v
⊥
r,j ∈ Twj (f
−1
j (Y ))⊕NjY = TwjMj by expj
(
vhr,j+v
⊥
r,j
)
= wr,j .
Choose metrics on NY and NjY , j∈S. By our assumptions,
ǫr ≡ sup
z∈Σur
∣∣ur(z)∣∣ ∈ R+, lim
r−→∞
ǫr = 0, lim
r−→∞
vhr,j = 0 ∀ j∈S,
∣∣v⊥r,j∣∣ ≤ Cǫr ∀ r∈Z+, j∈S,
for some C ∈R+ independent of r and j. By the last condition, for each j∈S (a subsequence of)
the sequence
v˜⊥r,j = ǫ
−1
r v
⊥
r,j, r∈Z
+,
converges to some vj∈NjY ⊂TwjMj .
For each r∈Z+, we define
mr : NY −→ NY by mr(x) = ǫr · x;
Jr ∈ Γ
(
NY ; Hom(T (NY ), T (NY ))
)
by Jr|x =
{
dxmr
}−1
◦ Jǫrx ◦ dxmr;
u˜r : Σur −→ NY by u˜r(z) = ǫ
−1
r · ur(z);
ηr ∈ L
p(Σur ;T
∗Σ0,1ur ⊗Cu˜
∗
rT (NY )) by ηr =
{
dur(·)mr
}−1
◦ ∂¯Jur.
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If in addition j∈S, define f˜r,j : TwjMj−→NY by
f˜r,j
(
vh + v⊥
)
= ǫ−1r · fj
(
expj(v
h + ǫrv
⊥)
)
∀ vh∈Twj(f
−1
j (Y )), v
⊥∈NjY.
Then, for all r∈Z+,
∂¯Jr u˜r = ηr, sup
z∈Σu˜r
∣∣u˜r(z)∣∣ = 1, u˜r(zj(ur)) = f˜r,j(vhr,j + v˜⊥r,j) ∀ j∈S. (3.7)
By the following paragraph, the sequence of almost complex structures Jr C
∞-converges on compact
subsets of NY to an almost complex structure J˜ such that J˜ |TY =J |TY and
∂¯
J˜
ξ = 0 ⇐⇒ DNYJ ;u ξ = 0 ∀ ξ ∈ Γ
(
Σu;u
∗NY ).
Furthermore, the sequence ηr converges to 0. Thus, by (3.7), u˜r converges to some
[u˜] ∈Mg,S(NY, β; J˜ ) ⊂ Xg,S(NY, β) s.t.
u˜(Σu˜) 6⊂ Y, u˜(xj(u˜)) = dwjfj(vj) ∈ Nfj(wj)Y ∀ j∈S.
Since we must have πY ◦u˜ =u, u˜ corresponds to a section ξ of u
∗NY −→Σu as needed.
It remains to prove the two local claims made above. It is sufficient to assume that
πY =π1 : NY = Y ×C
k −→ Y
as vector bundles over Y , and there exists
α ∈ Γ(Y ×Ck; HomR(π
∗
1TY, π
∗
2TC
k)
)
s.t.
α|Y×0 = 0, T(y,w)U
h
Y =
{(
y′, α(y,w)(y
′)
)
: y′∈TyY
}
∀ (y,w) ∈ Y ×Ck. (3.8)
Thus, by assumption on ur,
∂¯Jur = (ν
h, αuν
h) for some νh ∈ Lp(Σur ;T
∗Σur⊗Ru
h∗
r TY
)
,
where uhr = π1 ◦ ur. Let
J =
(
Jhh Jhv
Jvh Jvv
)
: TUY =π
∗
1TY ⊕π
∗
2TC
k −→ π∗1TY ⊕π
∗
2TC
k
be the almost complex structure. By Definition 3.1, Jhv|Y×0 = 0 and J
vh|Y×0 = 0; we can also
assume that Jvv|Y×0= i is the standard complex structure on C
k. If ~∇ is the gradient with respect
to the standard coordinates on Ck, it follows that
α(y,w) = α˜(y,w)w, J
vh
(y,w) = J˜
vh
(y,w)w, J
vv
(y,w) = i+ J˜
vv
(y,w)w, where
α˜(y,w) =
∫ 1
0
~∇α(y,tw) dt, J˜
vh
(y,w) =
∫ 1
0
~∇Jvh(y,tw) dt, J˜
vv
(y,w) =
∫ 1
0
~∇Jvv(y,tw) dt.
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This gives
ηr =
(
νh
ǫ−1r {α˜urur}ν
h
r
)
−→ 0 ,
Jr|(y,w) =
(
Jhh(y,ǫrw) ǫrJ
hv
(y,ǫrw)
ǫ−1r J
vh
(y,ǫrw)
Jvv(y,ǫrw)
)
−→
(
JTyY 0
J˜vh(y,0)w i
)
≡ J˜(y,w) ,
DJ ;u
(
ξh
ξv
)
=
(
∂¯ξh
∂¯ξv + 12{J˜
vh
(y,0)ξ
v}du ◦ j
)
;
the last identity is a special case of [23, (3.1.4)]. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.2.
3.3 Geometric motivation for (1.10)
In this section we give a rough argument for (1.10) before translating it into the virtual setting
of [5] and [15] in Section 3.4. As explained at the end of this section, this argument suffices in
some cases. We continue with the notation of Theorem 1.2 and Section 3.1. For the remainder of
the paper, we assume that (1.4) holds; otherwise, the left-hand side of (1.7) vanishes by definition,
while the right-hand side vanishes by (1.8) and (1.9). Our assumption implies that
dimg,f (Y, βY ) ≡
[
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J)
]vir
= 2
∑
j
aj + rkRcok(D
NY
J ). (3.9)
We also assume that aj≥0 for every j∈S.
If ν is a sufficiently small multi-section of Γ0,1g,f (X,β;J) over Xg,f (X,β), the space
Mg,f (X,β;J, ν) = {∂¯J+ν}
−1(0) ⊂ Xg,f (X,β)
is compact, because Mg,f (X,β;J) is. If in addition ν is smooth and generic in the appropriate
sense, Mg,f (X,β;J, ν) is stratified by smooth branched orbifolds of even dimensions. If ϕ is a
multi-section of the orbi-bundle La,f −→ Xg,f (X,β), let
M
ϕ
g,f (X,β;J, ν) = Mg,f (X,β;J, ν) ∩ ϕ
−1(0). (3.10)
If ν is sufficiently small and generic and ϕ is generic, the left-hand side of (1.10) is the number of
elements ofM
ϕ
g,f (X,β;J, ν) counted with appropriate multiplicities that lie in a small neighborhood
of
M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J) ≡Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) ∩ ϕ
−1(0)
in Xg,f (X,β).
In order to verify (1.10), fix a J-regularized tubular neighborhood (πY : UY −→Y, TU
h
Y ). We will
take ν=νY +νX so that
• for every u=([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Xg,f (X,β) with [u]∈Xg,S(UY , βY ),
νY (u) ∈ L
p(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗CTU
h
Y );
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• νY |Xg,f (Y,βY ) is generic, so that Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) is stratified by smooth branched manifolds
of the expected dimensions and the dimension of the main stratum
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ≡Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩
(
X0g,S(Y, βY )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
is dimg,f (Y, βY );
• νX is generic and small relative to νY .
Using πY , dπY |
−1
TUh
Y
, and a bump function around Y with support in UY , any section of
π∗Γ0,1g,S(Y, βY ;J) −→ Xg,S(Y, βY )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
can be extended to a section of Γ0,1g,f (X,β;J) over Xg,f (X,β) satisfying the middle condition above.
In light of Proposition 3.2, the first condition implies that there exists an open neighborhood U(νY )
of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) in Xg,f (X,β) such that
Mg,f (X,β;J, νY ) ∩ U(νY ) = Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ).
In addition, choose a multi-section ϕ of the bundle Lf ,a −→ Xg,f (X,β) so that ϕ is transverse to
the zero set on every stratum of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) and every stratum of Mg,f (X,β;J, ν). This
implies that the dimension of every stratum of M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) is at most the rank (1.9) of the
bundle cok(DNYJ ) over Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) and the equality holds only for the main stratum.
By the middle assumption on νY above, for every element [u] of Mg,S(Y, βY ;J, νY ) the linearization
DXJ,νY ;u : Hu ⊕ L
p
1(Σu;u
∗TX) −→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TX)
of the section ∂¯J+νY for maps to X restricts to the linearization
DYJ,νY ;u : Hu ⊕ L
p
1(Σu;u
∗TY ) −→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TY )
of the section ∂¯J+νY for maps to Y . Thus, D
X
J,νY ;u
descends to a Fredholm operator
DNYJ,νY ;u : L
p
1(Σu;u
∗NY ) −→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗NY ).
If νY is sufficiently small, by the last assumption in Theorem 1.2 the operator
DNYJ,νY ,̺;u≡
(
DNYJ,νY ;u
)
̺
:
{
ξ∈Lp1(Σu;u
∗NY ) : ξ(zj(u))∈ Im d
NY
wj fj ∀ j∈S
}
−→ Lp(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗NY )
is injective for every [u]∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) as in (3.2). Thus, the cokernels of these operators still
form an oriented vector orbi-bundle over Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) of rank (1.9), which will be denoted
by cok(DNYJ,νY ,̺). Furthermore, Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) is compact (because Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) is) and is a
union of connected components of Mg,f (X,β;J, νY ) by Proposition 3.2.
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The left-hand side of (1.10) is the number of elements of
M
ϕ
g,f (X,β;J, νY +νX) ⊂ Xg,S(X,β) ×
∏
j∈S
Mj
that lie in a small neighborhood of M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) for any sufficiently small and generic νX .
The map component of any such element must be of the form expuυξ, where
• ([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) is an element of a fixed stratum, i.e. the topological struc-
ture of Σu is fixed;
• υ is a small gluing parameter for Σu consisting of the smoothings of the nodes of Σu;
• uυ : Σuυ−→Y is the approximately (J, νY )-map corresponding to υ as in [35, Section 3];
• ξ∈Lp1(Συ;u
∗
υTX) is small with respect to the ‖ · ‖υ,p,1-norm of [15, Section 3] and satisfies
{∂¯J+νY }uυ +DJ,νY ;uυξ + νX(uυ) +Nυ(ξ) = 0,
ξ(zj(uυ)) ∈ Im (d
NY
wj fj) + Tfj(wj)Y ∀ j∈S,
(3.11)
where Nυ is a combination of a term quadratic in ξ and a term which is linear in ξ and νX .
Projecting (3.11) to NY , we obtain
DNYJ,νY ;uυζ + ν
⊥
X(uυ) +N
⊥
υ (ζ) = 0,
ζ ∈ Lp1(Σuυ ;u
∗
υNY ), ζ(zj(uυ)) ∈ Im (d
NY
wj fj) ∀ j∈S.
(3.12)
This equation has no small solutions in ϕ−1(0) away from the subset of elements
u≡([u], (wj)j∈S) ∈M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )
for which ν⊥X(u) lies in the image of D
NY
J,νY ,̺;u
, i.e. the projection ν¯X(u) of νX(u) to cok(D
NY
J,νY ,̺;u
)
is zero. For dimensional reasons, all zeros of ν¯X lie in the main stratum
M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ≡M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ).
Thus, onlyMϕg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) contributes to the left-hand side in (1.10). In this case equation (3.12)
no longer involves υ and thus uυ=u. Since ϕ vanishes transversally on Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) and ν¯X
on Mϕg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ), the contribution of the main stratum to the left-hand side is the signed
cardinality of the oriented zero-dimensional orbifold
M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩ ν¯
−1
X (0).
As ν¯X extends to a continuous multi-section of the orbi-bundle
cok(DNYJ,νY ,̺) −→M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ), (3.13)
which is transverse to the zero set over every stratum, the left-hand side of (1.10) is the euler class
of the bundle (3.13) evaluated on M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ). While the operators D
NY
J,νY ;u
and DNYJ ;u are
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not the same, they are homotopic through operators keeping the dimension of the cokernels fixed
and thus define orbi-bundles with the same euler class, as needed.
The above argument requires some notion of smoothness for the strata of XT ,f (X) or at least
XT ,f (Y ). If the domain curve Σu of [u] with its marked points is stable for every element
([u], (wj)j∈S) of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J), then every stratum XT ,f (X) meeting Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) is a smooth
Banach orbifold. The topological aspects of the resulting setting are sorted out in [20], and the
above argument suffices in such cases. These include the cases of Theorem 1.4 (with 2g+|S| ≥ 3,
which can be assumed) and Corollary 1.3 (since the genus of Yα is positive), but not of Example A
or the specific cases of Examples B or C.
In general, XT (X) is a subspace of a product of main strata X
0
gi,Si
(X,βi) for some gi, Si, and βi
and the restriction of Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) is the direct sum of the pull-backs of the corresponding bundles
over the components of the product. If for every ([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) and every unstable
component Σu;i of Σu the restriction of u to Σu;i is regular in the appropriate sense, then ν can be
taken to be a smooth section of the components of Γ0,1g,S(X,β;J) coming from the “stable parts”
of T ; as in the previous paragraph there is a well-defined notion of smoothness over these compo-
nents. This is done explicitly in [29, Section 2]. The resulting extension of the previous paragraph
then covers the specific cases of Examples B and C.
Finally, for an arbitrary symplectic manifold (X,ω), the “notion” of smoothness is described by
introducing smooth finite-dimensional approximations to Mg,S(X,β;J). This is done in the next
section.
3.4 Virtual setting
Continuing with the notation of Section 3.1, we now recall the virtual fundamental class setup
of [5] and [15] and then reformulate the argument of Section 3.3 for (1.10) in the general case.
An atlas for Mg,S(X,β;J) is a collection {(Uα, Eα)}α∈A, where
• {Uα}α∈A is an open cover of Mg,S(X,β;J) in Xg,S(X,β) and Eα ⊂ Γ
0,1
g,S(X,β;J)|Uα is a
topological (finite-rank) vector orbi-bundle over Uα;
• ∂¯−1J (Eα) is a smooth orbifold and ∂¯
−1
J (Eα) ∩ XT (X) is a smooth sub-orbifold of ∂¯
−1
J (Eα) of
the codimension corresponding to T (twice the number of nodes) for every stratum XT (X);
• the restriction of Eα to ∂¯
−1
J (Eα) is a smooth vector orbi-bundle and the restriction of ∂¯J to
∂¯−1J (Eα) is a smooth section of Eα|∂¯−1
J
(Eα)
;
• for every [u]∈Mg,S(X,β;J)∩∂¯
−1
J (Eα)∩∂¯
−1
J (Eα′), there exists γ∈A such that
[u] ∈ Uγ ⊂ Uα ∩ Uα′ , Eα, Eα′
∣∣
Uγ
⊂ Eγ ,
the restrictions of Eα and Eα′ to ∂¯
−1
J (Eγ) ∩ XT (X) are smooth orbifold subbundles of the
restriction of Eγ , and the restriction of ∂¯J to ∂¯
−1
J (Eγ) ∩XT (X) is transverse to Eα and Eα′ ;
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• for every [u]∈Mg,S(X,β;J),
Γ0,1(X,u;J) =
{
DJ ;uξ : ξ∈L
p
1(Σu;u
∗TX)
}
+ E˜α|u , (3.14)
where E˜α|u⊂ Γ˜
0,1
T (X;J)|u is the preimage of Eα|u under the quotient map
Γ˜0,1T (X;J)|u−→Γ
0,1
g,S(X,β;J)|[u] .
Such collections {(Uα, Eα)}α∈A are described in [5, Section 12] and [15, Section 3]. An atlas for
Mg,f (X,β;J) is defined similarly, with the domain of DJ ;u in (3.14) replaced by{
ξ∈Lp1(Σu;u
∗TX) : ξ(zj(u)) ∈ Im dwjfj ∀ j∈S
}
for an element ([u], (wj)j∈S) of Mg,f (X,β;J). Such an atlas induces a compatible atlas for the
total space of the restriction of the bundle La,f to Mg,f (X,β;J).
A multi-section ν of Γ0,1g,f (X,β;J) for an atlas {(Uα, Eα)}α∈A is a continuous multi-section such that
the restriction of ν to ∂¯−1J (Eα) is a smooth section of Eα. Similarly, a multi-section ϕ of La,f for
{(Uα, Eα)}α∈A is a continuous multi-section such that the restriction of ϕ to ∂¯
−1
J (Eα) is smooth.
A multi-section ν as above is regular if the restriction of ν to ∂¯−1J (Eα)∩XT ,f (X) is transverse to
the zero set in Eα for every α and T . If ({(Uα, Eα)}α∈A, ν) is regular, Mg,f (X,β;J, ν) is stratified
by smooth branched orbifolds of even dimensions. The existence of regular multi-sections for a
refinement of a subatlas is the subject of [5, Chapter 1] and [21, Section 4].14 If ν is sufficiently
small and regular and ϕ is generic, the left-hand side of (1.10) is again the weighted number of
elements of
M
ϕ
g,f (X,β;J, ν) ≡Mg,f (X,β;J, ν) ∩ ϕ
−1(0)
that lie in a small neighborhood of
M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J) ≡Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) ∩ ϕ
−1(0)
in Xg,f (X,β).
By [5, Chapter 3] and [15, Section 3], pairs (UY ;α, EY ;α) for an atlas for
Mg,S(Y, βY ;J)×
∏
j∈S
Mj
that restrict to an atlas for Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) can be obtained in the following way. Given u =
([u], (wj)j∈S), choose
• a neighborhood VY ;u of u(Σu) in Y ;
• a representative u : Σu−→Y for [u];
• universal family of deformations Wu−→∆u of Σu with its marked points (thus Σu⊂Wu);
14It is also shown in [5] and [21] that a regular multi-section ν determines a rational homology class; however, this
notion of virtual fundamental class is not necessary for defining GW-invariants or comparing the two sides of (1.10).
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• a finite-dimensional subspace
EY ;u ⊂ Γc
(
W∗u×VY ;u;π
∗
1(T
∗Wvu)
0,1⊗Cπ
∗
2TY
)
,
where W∗u ⊂Wu is the subspace of smooth points of the fibers, TW
v
u ⊂ TWu is the vertical
tangent space, and Γc denotes the space of smooth compactly supported bundle sections,
such that
Γ(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TY ) =
{
Duξ : ξ∈Γ(Σu;u
∗TY ), ξ(zi(u))∈ Im dwjfj ∀ j∈S
}
+ {id×u}∗EY ;u
if u∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J); if u 6∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J), the point-wise condition on ξ is omitted.
If u′=([u′], (w′j)j∈S) with [u
′]∈Xg,S(VY ;u, βY ) and Σu′∈∆u, let
E˜Y ;u|u′ = {id×u
′}∗EY ;u .
By [5, Chapter 3] and [15, Section 3], UY ;α can be taken to be the image of a sufficiently small
neighborhood U˜Y ;α of u in the space of L
p
1-maps from the fibers of Wu −→ ∆u to X under the
equivalence relation and EY ;α the image of the bundle formed by the spaces E˜Y ;u|u′ over U˜Y ;α.
With these choices, ∂¯−1J (EY ;α) consists of equivalence classes of smooth maps to Y .
Fix a J-regularized tubular neighborhood (πY : UY −→Y, TU
h
Y ) of Y in X. Using πY and dπY |
−1
TUh
Y
,
each EY ;u can be extended to a finite-dimensional subspace
EX|Y ;u ⊂ Γc
(
W∗u×VX;u;π
∗
1(T
∗Wvu)
0,1⊗Cπ
∗
2TU
h
Y
)
⊂ Γc
(
W∗u×VX;u;π
∗
1(T
∗Wvu)
0,1⊗Cπ
∗
2TX
)
for a neighborhood VX;u of VY ;u in UY ⊂Y . A larger subspace
EX;u ⊂ Γc
(
W∗u×VX;u;π
∗
1(T
∗Wvu)
0,1⊗Cπ
∗
2TX
)
can then be chosen so that
Γ(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TX) =
{
Duξ : ξ∈Γ(Σu;u
∗TX), ξ(zi(u))∈ Im dwjfj ∀ j∈S
}
+ {id×u}∗EX;u ,
whenever [u]∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J). This gives rise to a pair (UX;α, EX;α) for an atlas for Mg,f (X,β;J);
the union of such pairs covers Mg,f (Y, βY ;J). Since Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) is a union of components of
Mg,f (X,β;J), this sub-collection of an atlas is sufficient for determining the left-hand side of (1.10).
Similarly, using πY , dπY |
−1
TUh
Y
, and a bump function around Y with support in UY , any multi-section
of
π∗1Γ
0,1
g,S(Y, βY ;J) −→ Xg,S(Y, βY )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
for the atlas ({(UY ;α, EY ;α)}α∈A) gives rise to a multi-section ν of
Γ0,1g,f (X,β;J) −→ Xg,f (X,β)
for the atlas ({(UX;α, EX;α)}α∈A) such that for every element [u]∈Xg,f (X,β)
ν([u]) ∈ Lp
(
Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗u
∗TUhY
)
for every [u]=([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Xg,f (UY , βY ).
Let ν=νY+νX be a regular multi-section of Γ
0,1
g,f (X,β) for atlas for Mg,f (X,β;J) as above so that
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• for every u=([u], (wj)j∈S)∈Xg,f (X,β) with [u]∈Xg,S(UY , βY ),
νY (u) ∈ L
p(Σu;T
∗Σ0,1u ⊗Cu
∗TUhY );
• νY |Xg,f (Y,βY ) is a regular multi-section of Γ
0,1
g,f (Y, βY ) so that Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) is stratified
by smooth branched orbifolds of the expected dimensions and the dimension of the main
stratum
Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ≡Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩
(
X0g,S(Y, βY )×
∏
j∈S
Mj
)
is dimg,f (Y, βY );
• νX is small relative to νY .
The previous paragraph implies that such multi-sections νY exist. By Proposition 3.2, the first
condition implies that there exists an open neighborhood U(νY ) of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J) in Xg,f (X,β)
such that
Mg,f (X,β;J, νY ) ∩ U(νY ) = Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ).
In addition, choose a multi-section ϕ of the bundle Lf ,a −→ Xg,f (X,β) for the above atlas so
that ϕ is transverse to the zero set on every stratum of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) and every stratum of
Mg,f (X,β;J, ν).
For each α∈A and u∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )∩UY ;α, let
DνY ,α;u : Tu∂¯
−1
J (EX;α) −→ EX;α
be the linearization of the section ∂¯J+νY over ∂¯
−1
J (EX;α) along the zero set. The kernel of DνY ,α;u
is the tangent space of Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) at u. If α and γ are as in the overlap condition in the
definition of an atlas above, then
EX;α ∩ ImDνY ,γ;u = ImDνY ,α;u ∀u ∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩ UY ;γ ,
dim ∂¯−1J (EX;γ)− dim ∂¯
−1
J (EX;α) = rkEX;γ − rkEX;α.
Thus, the inclusion T ∂¯−1J (EX;α) −→ T ∂¯
−1
J (EX;γ) over Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )∩UY ;γ induces isomor-
phisms
cok(DνY ,α;u) −→ cok(DνY ,γ;u).
It follows that these vector spaces form an orbi-bundle cok(DνY ) over Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ). By the
last requirement in the definition of an atlas and condition (b) in Theorem 1.2, the homomorphism
cok(DνY ,α;u) −→ cok(D
NY
J ;u )
induced by the inclusion EX;α −→ Γ
0,1
g,f (X,β;J) followed by the projections to NY and the cokernel
is surjective for all u∈Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )∩UY ;α, if νY is sufficiently small. A dimension count then
shows that this homomorphism is an isomorphism (the injectivity also follows from Proposition 3.2).
Thus, the orbi-bundles
cok(DνY ), cok(D
NY
J ) −→Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )
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are isomorphic.
The left-hand side of (1.10) is the number of elements of
M
ϕ
g,f (X,β;J, νY +νX) ⊂ Xg,S(X,β) ×
∏
j∈S
Mj
that lie in a small neighborhood of M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) for a small generic multi-section νX . The
number of such elements near M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )∩UY ;α is the number of solutions of
DνY ,α;uξ + νX(u) +Nα(ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ Tu∂¯
−1
J (EX;α),
with small ξ, where Nα is a combination of a term quadratic in ξ and a term which is linear in ξ
and νX . This equation has no solutions in ϕ
−1(0) away from the subset of elements
u ∈M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY )
for which νX(u) lies in the image of DνY ,α;u, i.e. the projection ν¯X(u) to cok(DνY ,α;u) is zero. Since
ϕ vanishes transversally on Mg,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) and ν¯X on M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ), the left-hand side of
(1.10) is the signed cardinality of oriented zero-dimensional orbifold
M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ) ∩ ϕ
−1(0).
By the definition, this is also the euler class of cok(DνY ) evaluated on M
ϕ
g,f (Y, βY ;J, νY ), which by
the above isomorphism of cokernel bundles equals to the right-hand side of (1.10).
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